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Presence of Very Good SDS in a Patient with Residual
Hearing only at Low Frequencies: A Case Report
Case report

Abstract
Beside other tests, SDS test is one of the best tests in order to determine whether
the test ear is aidable or unaidable. Here, we will report a patient who had a very
good SDS in spite of residual hearing only at low frequencies.
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Introduction
The patient is a 57 years old woman who referred to our clinic
for receiving hearing aid, having a history of middle ear infection
and left ear Tympanoplasty. Audiometry had been performed in
two other clinics, in both of which the results were similar (Figure
1). Audiometry was performed again on the patient (Figure 2).
Unfortunately, the results of Audiogram 1 were incorrect. The
patient suffered from mixed hearing loss in left ear, with severe
conductive component, which was diagnosed by the other two
clinics as sensorineural hearing loss.SDS test was performed in
left year by masking level formula (presentation level - 20), and
good SDS (88%) was recorded as compared to the patient’s severe
to profound hearing loss [1].

Diapasonic and audiometric Weber tests were lateralized
towards left ear (affected ear) at most frequencies (250 Hz,
500 Hz and 1 KHz), which indicates presence of conductive
component in left ear and aid ability of left ear. The patient also
suffered from sensorineural hearing loss, with SRT of 35 dB in
right ear. The patient had a history of wearing a hearing aid for a
short period unilaterally in right ear, which was fit by a clinic that
previously performed audiometric test for the patient. But due
to lack of speech recognition in noisy environments, the patient
rejected the hearing aid. By performing the audiometric test again
and finding good SDS in the patient’s left ear, hearing aid was
prescribed bilaterally.

Figure 1: Audiogram.
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Figure 2: Audiogram and Tympanogram.

The patient had much better speech recognition with two
hearing aids than one, i.e. wearing the hearing aid only on right
ear, even in quiet environment of the clinic. Localization of the
patient with two hearing aids was better than one after wearing
two hearing aids for one month, as stated by the patient. Two
other clinics had incorrect left ear Audiometry (Figure 1) because
the patient had residual hearing only at 250 Hz, 500 Hz and 1 KHz,
and since such an audiogram is typical of sensorineural hearing
loss, the condition was diagnosed as sensorineural hearing loss
by mistake. In left ear Audiometry, bone conduction Audiometry
has not been performed or the patient’s good SDS was ignored [2].

profound sensorineural hearing loss. Diapasonic and audiometric
Weber tests are necessary and are of special importance beside
other tests.

Conclusion
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